INTRODUCTION

S
ometime after the summer of 1703, a strange traveler journeyed to several Zapotec-speaking communities nestled in the rugged geography of Villa Alta-an alcaldía mayor northeast of Oaxaca City in New Spain. He wore a pectoral ornament around his neck-a gift from the Benedictine friar Ángel Maldonado, a newly appointed bishop who had arrived in Oaxaca in July 1702-and was received throughout Villa Alta with "great noise and expressions of joy."
1 Upon his arrival in each locality, he would gather the townspeople and proclaim an offer of amnesty from the bishop: in exchange for registering a collective confession about traditional ritual practices at the administrative seat of San Ildefonso, and turning in their ritual implements-such as alphabetic ritual texts and wooden cylindrical drums-each Zapotec community would receive a general amnesty from ecclesiastical prosecution for idolatry. The identity of Maldonado's messenger added a note of urgency to these proclamations-after all, he was one of 32 defendants convicted of insubordination, murder, and idolatry after a 1700 riot in San Francisco Cajonos that resulted in the execution of two informants who had denounced an unorthodox celebration to the resident Dominicans. In January 1702, 15 of these rebels had been hanged and quar-tered after being sentenced to death without appeal, and their remains had been placed along the main road to Oaxaca. 2 The remaining 17 defendants were given a suspended death sentence, but Maldonado obtained a commutation from the Audiencia, tried 11 of them for idolatry, and selected one of the former "teachers of idolatry" to proclaim his clemency across the region.
Bishop Maldonado's innovative approach to idolatry eradication, which he also pursued through two visits he made to Villa Alta between 1702 and 1704, triggered an unprecedented native response. Between September 1704 and January 1705, the elected officials of 15 Bijanos Zapotec, 27 Cajonos Zapotec, 26 Nexitzo Zapotec, 29 Mixe and 7 Chinantec towns-representing a total native population of about 60,000, according to Maldonadojourneyed to San Ildefonso to register a communal confession about their local ritual observances before Joseph de Aragón y Alcántara, one of the most experienced idolatry extirpators in the diocese. Many, but not all, of the Zapotec officials also surrendered 103 booklets (cuadernos) containing alphabetic texts in Cajonos, Nexitzo, and Bijanos Zapotec. 99 of these booklets contained, among other writings, a list of each of the 260 day names in the Zapotec ritual calendar-called piyè in Valley Zapotec and biyè in Villa Alta-which was similar in structure to the 260-day divinatory day counts in other Mesoamerican societies. 3 The authors of this textual genre called it "the time count of our ancestors and fathers," or biyè xotao xoci reo. The remaining four booklets contain alphabetic transcriptions of 15 Christian songs and 22 songs devoted to local Zapotec ancestors and deities that were performed to the beat of a wooden, two-tone cylindrical drum-known as nicachi in Zapotec and teponaztli in Nahuatl (see Figure 1 ). These texts, along with the better known Maya books of Chilam Balam, are the two largest extant corpus of clandestine ritual texts produced by native authors in colonial Spanish America. Therefore, their potential to illuminate the clandestine realms of ritual and writing practices in colonial indigenous communities is rather extraordinary.
If Maldonado had followed habitual procedure regarding the confiscated collections of "diabolical characters," he would have staged a public burning of texts-a strategy that idolatry extirpators such as Gonzalo Curiel and Gon- zalo de Balsalobre had embraced in 1633, 1635, and 1654. 4 However, these texts were spared from the flames due to a conflict between the bishop and the Dominicans of Oaxaca regarding Maldonado's proposal to create eleven new curates in Villa Alta, 5 which led Maldonado to submit a voluminous dossier to the Council of the Indies in support of his request to the Crown. This dossier, which contained the Villa Alta collective confessions and the 103 booklets in no particular order, was eventually incorporated into the holdings of the Archive of the Indies in Seville as legajo 882 from the Audiencia de México.
While the general dynamics of this campaign and the contents of a few of the calendrical texts have been discussed elsewhere, 6 the Zapotec ritual songs transcribed in Booklets 100, 101, 102, and 103 have never been published or translated. These songs are not merely archaic tokens of Zapotec colonial devotions. Since they are perhaps the only surviving transcriptions of ritual genres that were performed collectively in Mesoamerican communities during the seventeenth century, their study and translation will make a contribution in three separate domains of inquiry: native intellectual responses to colonial evangelization projects, the analysis of a local religious sphere in colonial Spanish America, and the study of Mesoamerican calendrical and ritual practices. This essay discusses the contents of 15 Zapotec songs confiscated by Maldonado and presents a translation of one of them in Appendix 1, as a first stage in a long-term, multidisciplinary translation project that encompasses the entire Villa Alta ritual song corpus. In order to elucidate the contents of these songs, this analysis opens with a comparative glance at other Mesoamerican ritual song genres. After a discussion of the social context in which these songs were surrendered, the essay will turn to an appraisal of the relationship between the 15 Christian songs in Booklets 102 and 103 and the doctrinal Zapotec corpus through a discussion of rhetorical and lexical choices made by the songs' authors. Finally, this article asserts that an emerging colonial doctrinal genre-the Zapotec libana (elegant speech)-resulted from two converging "horizons of expectations" 7 -the restrictions imposed by the structure of a preexisting (and "idolatrous") Zapotec ritual genre known as dij dola (song), and the choices that had been made by several generations of Dominican doctrinal authors in order to refer to Christian entities and notions in a circumscribed register of language that may be termed "doctrinal Zapotec."
CLANDESTINE TEXTUAL GENRES IN NEW SPAIN: AN INTRODUCTION
There exists a small but significant number of surviving colonial texts produced in a clandestine manner that hint at the diversity of ritual and devotional genres in Mesoamerican languages. The majority of these texts were composed in Yucatec Maya, and have been published in part or in whole in critical editions that present a variety of translation approaches and competing interpretations. 8 Although an impressive and unparalleled number of historical, doctrinal and devotional colonial Nahua genres have survived, various traditional genres-such as the formalized speeches called huehuehtlahtolli (Words of the Ancients) or the ritual songs called cuicatl-were carefully transcribed and amended by Christianized native authors and mendicant authors, and circulated with the implicit or explicit consent of ecclesiastical authorities. There are, however, a few examples of Nahua textual genres that were produced at a distance from the scrutiny of ecclesiastical or civil colonial authorities and for a primary audience of indigenous readers, and this group includes local historical narratives contained in títulos primordiales, 9 Christian devotional texts subject to limited scrutiny by ecclesiastical editors 10 or produced independently by members of Nahua confraternities, 11 and Nahua interpreta-
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tions of the early modern European almanac genre known as reportorio de los tiempos. 12 On the other hand, almost no transcriptions of Nahua ritual genres clearly regarded as idolatrous by ecclesiastics survive; the most significant exception is a corpus of 66 Nahua incantations-called nahualtocaitl (ShapeChanger Names)-transcribed by the parish priest Hernando Ruiz de Alarcón in the early seventeenth century.
13
The Villa Alta song corpus represents two distinct ritual genres. In Booklet 100, the songs performed by ritual singers (called belao) are termed dij dola, which could be rendered as "song."
14 This genre label may be applied to the 22 songs contained in Booklets 100 and 101, which are written in Cajonos Zapotec and make no overt reference to Christian entities. On the other hand, the designation libana-a word whose Valley Zapotec equivalent (lipàana) is glossed as "admonition" (26r), "courtly speech" (298v), "elegant dialogue" (316v), and "sermon" (324v) in the most exhaustive colonial Zapotec dictionary, compiled by the Dominican Friar Juan de Cór-dova 15 -is an explicit title for 3 of the 15 songs contained in Booklets 102 and 103, written in Nexitzo Zapotec. 16 The Villa Alta testimonies suggest that the dij dola genre was performed throughout Villa Alta in the seventeenth century. In a testimony collected in November of 1704, the imprisoned diviners Fabián and Martín Nicolás described the communal ritual practices in their town of Santiago Laxopa as follows:
For these sacrifices, the town made arrangements so as to give us turkeys and little dogs for our sacrifices, and copal for censing the idol. After having engaged in idolatry, we all went to play the teponastli drum, which is called 418 THE PASSION ACCORDING TO THE WOODEN DRUM nicachis [sic] in our Zapotec language; while people got drunk, some of us sang and played rattles, and everyone danced to the beat of a turtle shell-men and women both, as it always has been and still is done in all this jurisdiction and in other provinces, due to the lack of Fathers and parish priests, who have not yet uprooted all these evil things, which we have not stopped practicing since the conquest.
17
All of these instruments-the cylindrical drum, the rattles and the tortoise shell, along with the standing drum and the whistles-are traditional Mesoamerican musical instruments associated with communal ritual singing and dancing by Diego de Landa and Sánchez de Aguilar in Yucatan, and by Acosta, Motolinia, Pérez de Ribas, and other authors among the Nahua.
18
Some of these communal ritual songs were intoned to the beat of the cylindrical drum-called nicachi in Zapotec, teponaztli in Nahuatl, and tunkul in Yucatec Maya-and carried a label derived from the generic term for "song"-cuicatl in Nahuatl, and kay in Yucatec Maya. It should be noted that, besides the documentation that emerged from Maldonado's 1704 extirpation campaign, there exist few specific references to the social contexts in which the Zapotec dij dola were performed. One exception is Friar Francisco de Burgoa's description of the wedding ceremony held for one of Yanhuitlán's noble ladies; during this occasion, the Dominican author notes, the attending Mixtec and Zapotec lords "came out performing the dance of the teponaztli."
19
The Zapotec dij dola corpus bears some resemblance to two other corpuses of colonial Mesoamerican ritual songs: a corpus of cuicatl now known as Cantares Mexicanos, 91 songs transcribed between 1550 and 1585 by Nahua elites in the Valley of Mexico, and the Cantares de Dzitbalché, 15 kay (songs), transcribed in late eighteenth-century Yucatec Maya orthography in the town of Dzitbalché in Campeche. 20 However, one should resist the temptation to treat these series of ritual genres and subgenres as equivalent or interchangeable. A comparative assessment of these genres may benefit from Hanks' approach to the notion of genre, developed through an analysis of sixteenth-century elite Yucatec Maya texts: he argues that genres "can be defined as the historically specific conventions and ideals according to which authors compose discourse and audiences receive it." Thus, if there exist any overarching conventions in Mesoamerican ritual song genres, they must be rendered explicit in order to perform a useful comparison. Two of the most significant conventions that the Zapotec and Nahuatl song genres share is a pairing of particular songs or stanzas with specific percussion patterns, and the performative definition of stanza boundaries. Each of the 15 Zapotec songs of Villa Alta with Christian content begin, just like the Cantares Mexicanos, with an alphabetic transcription of a percussion pattern that employs the syllables ti, qui, co and to. Moreover, in both the Nahua and the Zapotec compositions, the end of each stanza is marked with a chain of syllables with no lexical content-ayao, hiya, hoya, etc.-which were sung during the performance; occasionally, the stanza end is marked by a well-formed sentence-such as "Sing, you brothers" (in tla xicuicacan annicahuan) in Song 67 from Cantares Mexicanos, or Santa Maria alleluya in Song 3 from Booklet 102. Both elements seem anchored in a larger performative framework that defines songs and song sections through specific percussion patterns, and that separates stanzas-the basic linguistic unit in these genres-through a recurring phrase or nonsensical syllable group. However, these two features-percussion patterns and end-of-stanza nonsensical syllables-do not appear in the Yucatec songs; the closest equivalent of a nonsensical syllable is the use of ay ay in the middle and end of one stanza in Song 8 of Dzitbalché. On the other hand, unlike the Cantares Mexicanoswhich were transcribed by highly educated Nahuas who had an association with Franciscan and/or Jesuit authors and teachers-both the songs of Dzitbalché and Zapotec Booklets 100 and 101 were probably composed and transcribed by local authors, and feature repeated references to Yucatec or Zapotec deities that were not expurgated by any editor.
Karttunen and Lockhart
22 and Bierhorst 23 have argued that the Nahua Cantares Mexicanos feature a stanza structure that combines recurring combinations of verses in a predictable pattern. In particular, Bierhorst described three stanza elements: a first section-which contains new information, and which he calls "verse,"-a second, highly repetitive section, which he designate as "refrain," and a third element, which he calls "litany." However, all of these three designations come from poetic traditions with genre conventions that greatly differ from those of Mesoamerican song genres. In order to stress the performative orientation of the Villa Alta songs, a modification of Bierhorst's scheme is employed in Appendix 1. Since any phrase that is not used to perform a stanza's boundary (a "boundary marker") either intro-
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THE PASSION ACCORDING TO THE WOODEN DRUM duces a new theme or repeats one or more previous statements, the former is designated as "theme," and the latter, as "refrain." The cyclical alternation of new topics with recurring refrains suggest that genre expectations do not call for a completely uniform refrain pattern, and imply that improvisation played a role in the performance of these songs.
ECCLESIASTICAL MEASURES AGAINST ZAPOTEC RITUAL PRACTICES IN VILLA ALTA, OAXACA Villa Alta was a colonial jurisdiction located to the northeast of the Oaxaca Valley administered by a resident alcalde mayor in the town of Villa Alta of San Ildefonso, and it encompassed about 104 towns inhabited by speakers of Zapotec, Chinantec and Mixe. While each Zapotec town used a local speech variant, there existed dialectal differences between the linguistic groups of Cajonos, Bijanos, and Nexitzo Zapotec, which have subsisted until the present. This division is confirmed by a recent glottochronological study 24 and is essential to my analysis. Linguistic and residential compartmentalization are important factors in the social history of the region. Villa Alta's geography is dominated by a mountain landscape, and human settlements have traditionally been dispersed throughout valleys and piedmonts. Such a landscape placed substantial restrictions on travel and communication among the various Zapotec communities of Villa Alta, and between them and the Valley of Oaxaca. Furthermore, the Zapotec towns of Villa Alta constituted a rather loose group of independent communities whose interactions were influenced by commercial relations, their subordination to several cabeceras de doctrina, and competing claims among neighboring communities regarding the possession or use of lands and forests. 25 Ever since the first stages of colonization, the Zapotec Sierra was regarded as a region in which doctrinal projects faced native hostility. In Burgoa's words, in Villa Alta, "due to its roughness and inhospitableness, the errors were harsher, and the barbarity was less civilized; the land was more receptive to idolatry, and the people were more prone to superstition." 26 The Dominican Friar Pedro Guerrero began the first known systematic idolatry extirpation campaign in the region in 1560, when he convinced scores of natives to turn in their idols, achieving his objectives through indiscriminate use of the whip. 27 The punitive measures taken by the Dominicans of Villa Alta, Tetiquipa, and the Mixteca motivated the censure of the Crown and the Audiencia of Mexico in 1562, 28 and again in 1576.
29
During the seventeenth century, the Dominicans of Villa Alta confronted three major challenges: the scarcity of doctrinal literature written in Cajonos or Nexitzo Zapotec; the small number of resident priests; and the geographical and pragmatic difficulties of making regular visits to all the communities assigned to each main town with a resident minister. In spite of the establishment of six Dominican doctrinal districts (cabeceras de doctrina) with resident ministers between 1570 and 1623, Villa Alta had only one secular curate until these districts were secularized due to the efforts of Bishop Maldonado. Thus, Villa Alta hardly experienced the gradual insertion of secular priests into formerly mendicant parishes throughout the seventeenth century elsewhere in the dioceses of Oaxaca and Mexico. Secular priests played an important role as extirpators of idolatries, however. Indigenous subjects had been removed from the Inquisition's jurisdiction when the first inquisitorial tribunal was established in New Spain after 1571. 30 It was then that bishops, archbishops, and their provisores de indios began granting jurisdiction over idolatry and sorcery accusations against natives to a select group of secular priests with relevant linguistic competence.
In the second half of the seventeenth century, bishops Friar Tomás de Monterroso and Nicolás del Puerto began taking more energetic measures against idolatry. Bishop Monterroso's concern for the idolatrous tendencies in Oaxaca was such that he wrote a long epistle to Pope Clement X in 1676, in which he reported a stern campaign against idolatry conducted in 1665, and sought permission to whip recidivist ritual specialists. 31 In fact, an arrangement that under other circumstances would have been regarded as a violation of ecclesiastical jurisdiction allowed the Villa Alta alcaldes may- THE PROVENANCE OF THE VILLA ALTA SONG CORPUS While the provenance of Booklets 100 (18 ff) and 102 (10 ff) may be easily ascertained, Booklets 102 (2 ff) and 103 (7 ff), which are discussed below, must be assigned a tentative provenance. Booklet 100 contains 13 songs, and belonged to Fernando Lopes, from Lachirioag, who bought it from Pedro de Bargas, from the town of Betaza.
37 Booklet 101 has 9 songs, and belonged to Pedro Gonzalo, also from Lachirioag. The songs from Booklets 100 and 101 bear no specific reference to Christian entities; in fact, they propitiate a veritable constellation of local founding ancestors, regional deities, and Zapotec deities that had been worshipped throughout Oaxaca at least since Postclassic times.
38
On the other hand, Booklet 102 contains 3 brief songs: a song celebrating the sacrifice of God 's only child (6 stanzas; this song's entire text appears in Figure 1) Since it can be established that Booklet 102 and 103 were composed by speakers of Nexitzo Zapotec, their provenance may be surmised through indirect evidence. In the records produced during Bishop Maldonado's campaign, there is only one instance in which the residents of a Nexitzo Zapotec town mention the surrender of "wooden drum songs": the confession in behalf of the people of Yalahui. On November 24, 1704, a communal confession signed by Yalahui town officials was presented to Judge Aragón y Alcántara. This confession stated that Juan Martín, son of Yalahui mayor Miguel Martín, owned "a booklet with teponaztli songs"; it was also reported that both Miguel and another town official had consulted this booklet. The Yalahui officials also confessed that no communal sacrifices had taken place in their town after the deaths of two of their "teachers of idolatry" 20 years earlier. 39 While Juan and Miguel Martín may have been the last known owners of Booklets 102 and 103, it cannot be asserted that they were the authors of these songs. Although both booklets appear to have been com-
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THE PASSION ACCORDING TO THE WOODEN DRUM 38 The next stage in this translation project will examine the local worship of these deities through the cross-referencing of the Villa Alta song and calendrical corpus with existing ethnohistorical and linguistic sources from the Valley of Oaxaca and the Sola region.
39 AGI 882, 430r.
posed by two similar hands, it may well be the case that these are copies of texts that were first composed in the mid-seventeenth century, or even earlier. In fact, the recurrence of highly irregular orthographic representations of Spanish lexical items-such as xanata Maria for Santa Maria, zodio for judio, Ahisaso guiristo for Jesu Christo, balacisco for Francisco, and hesarusale for Jerusalem-suggests that, at some point in the transcription history of these texts, native speakers of Zapotec made copies of these songs away from the direct supervision of Dominicans.
APPROPRIATING A ZAPOTEC GENRE: RHETORICAL STRATEGIES AND TRANSLATION CHOICES
I have argued elsewhere that, while mendicant authors approached doctrinal translation choices with great care and deliberation, the native reception of these translations was highly variable, and could be particularly impervious to neologisms and descriptions, as evidenced by the emergence of various translations of the notion of the Trinity into Nahuatl. 40 Given the paucity of direct evidence about the likely owners of Booklet 102 and 103, or about their use in a collective performance, the content, rhetorical and translation choices represented by these songs must be evaluated using internal evidence. In order to place this evidence within a broad sociocultural and linguistic context, a framework that illuminates the rhetorical character of these songs must be proposed. In the following section, such a framework is advanced using various lines of evidence: the depiction of basic tenets of the faith in Nexitzo Zapotec testaments, the rhetorical choices made in various Nexitzo and Valley Zapotec influential doctrinal texts, and specific comparisons of the translation choices used in Booklets 102 and 103 with similar elements found in a broad array of genres-doctrinal texts, wills, letters, and petitions-written in colonial variants of Cajonos, Nexitzo, and Valley Zapotec. 41 The sections below discuss three broad themes: the discursive
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convergence of Christian and Zapotec notions about the cosmos, the depiction of Mary, and the portrayal of Christ's suffering.
COSMOLOGICAL REALMS IN COLONIAL ZAPOTEC GENRES
An appraisal of the basic intentions of the composers of Booklets 102 and 103 could begin with an inquiry about their portrayal of cosmological beliefs-a broad topic that encompasses various aspects of the interaction between cosmologies of Late Postclassic and early modern Christian origin. The latter set of beliefs remains, of course, much more accessible to us. A testament dated to June 1677 from the Nexitzo-speaking community of Yatzona depicts the basic beliefs that Zapotec-speaking Christians were expected to be familiar with as mature adults in the following manner, with words of Spanish origin highlighted in italics: This brief statement reflects a number of basic Christian beliefs rendered in Nexitzo Zapotec-with the exception of the Ten Commandments and the Five Commandments of the Church, which were inserted in the Spanish gloss that accompanied this will-using routinized rhetorical expressions that appear throughout various Zapotec doctrinal genres. First of all, two separate realms for humans and Christian deities are clearly demarcated. The "Great Noble Lady Saint Mary" (xonaxi dao sancta maria), is said to reside in "the palace of the sky" (yehua yebaa), a doctrinal translation of the notion of the Christian heavenly kingdom that resembles the corresponding formula in colonial Mixtec "the kingdom (literally, 'the mat, the seat'), the rulership in the sky" (yuhui tayu toniñe andehui). 43 On the other hand, Felipe Bautista declares he lived on yetze lao yoo-a Zapotec expression that literally means "the community or town on the land," and which refers to the inhabited surface of the earth, as opposed to the sky and the underworld. Ever since Feria's 1567 Doctrina, the Valley Zapotec expressions gueche la yoo, or the variant quela queche la yoo-glossed as "worldly things"-was used to denote the World, in a Christian devotional sense, in contraposition with Heaven-a realm above us inhabited by the major actors in Christian narratives. Thus, at the beginning of his Doctrina, Feria (4r) warned its readers, "You [shall not] follow all the vices and delights that are at the town on the land" (checolagalo quita loo quela huexihuy quela coquite tuatij gueche la yoo), reminded them a few pages later (11r) that "God, Lord of us all, is he who created all the sky, the town on the land, and the great waters (the
DAVID TAVÁREZ 427 ocean)" (ni pezaa B[ejoannana] Dios q[uita]à quiebaa, que[ch]e la yoo, loo niça too la)
, and stated that "the true lineage lord of both the sky and the land is Our Lord God" (coquij nalij quiebaa la, la yoo la, xibejoa[n]nana Dios).
In contrast with the sky and the "town on the land," a third realm-the underworld-was presented as one which belonged to the Devil. Thus, Feria informed his audience that they should count themselves lucky not to have been born "in old times, [when] the earth belonged to the devil" (colaça loo xilayoo bezeloo), for "if you died then, you would have gone to the underworld then" (tebela niatito chicani, loo lij cabilla niyeto chicani, 23v); furthermore, he characterized this underworld as "the home of the devil" (lichi bezeloo, 62v).
Certainly, this tripartite contrast between an upper realm, "this world," and the underworld is not a novel one in devotional text, as it bears some similarity with the distinctions among being located "in the sky" (ilhuicac), "upon the land" (tlalticpac) or "at the land of the dead" (mictlan) frequently used in devotional Nahua texts. However, this tripartite distinction in doctrinal Zapotec referred to a cosmological order that was not exclusively Christian; in fact, it indexed a distinction among three realms that were seen, as late as 1704, as closely linked with the divinatory 260-day count by Zapotec ritual specialists in Villa Alta. The structure of this calendar is best understood as a series of cycles linked with specific cosmological realms. The main cycle in this calendar was composed by a pairing of a numeral between 1 and 13 with one of 20 day signs, which provide a unique identification for each of 260 consecutive days, forming an infinitely recurring cycle with no fixed beginning or end. 44 Moreover, each group of 13 consecutive days composed a calendrical unit known as trecena in Spanish, cocij in Valley Zapotec, 45 and lani in Cajonos and Nexitzo Zapotec, and the entire count thus contains 20 trecenas. In most Villa Alta calendars, each trecena was associated with one of three "houses": either the "house of the sky" (yoho eba), the "house of earth" (yoho leo), or the "house of the underworld" (yoo gabilla). 46 Furthermore, this 260-day count also divided into 4 periods of 65 days each-called piyê and
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THE PASSION ACCORDING TO THE WOODEN DRUM 44 See Urcid, Zapotec Hieroglyphic Writing, 2001, for a full discussion of the reconstructed Zapotec 260-day calendar from late Formative to Classic times, and Alcina Franch, "Mapas y calendarios zapotecos," 1998, for a tentative reconstruction of this calendar's structure in colonial Villa Alta. 45 Córdova, Vocabulario, 1578, 115v. 46 Each of the 20 thirteen-day periods is linked with a revolving circuit through each of the three levels: Trecena 1 is associated with the House of Earth, Trecena 2 with the House of the Sky, Trecena 3 with the House of Earth, Trecena 4 with the House of the Underworld, Trecena 5 with the House of Earth, and so on until Trecena 20, yielding 10 trecenas associated with Earth, and 5 trecenas each linked to Sky and the Underworld. characterized as a deity (cocijo or pitao) in Valley Zapotec, 47 and goçio in Cajonos and Nexitzo Zapotec-and each day was associated with one of four cardinal directions, which in the Villa Alta calendars were often transcribed as xilla, zobi, chaba / tzaba, and niti.
The best graphic representation of the Zapotec cosmos, as understood by colonial ritual specialists, is provided by a simplified sketch drawn by the anonymous authors 48 of Calendar 11, shown in Figure 2 . This drawing shows the "house of the sky" (yoo yaba), separated by nine small circleswhich represented levels or realms-from the "house of the town on the land" (yoo yeche la yo), which in turn was depicted as being nine circles away from the "house of the underworld (yoo gabila). These succinct examples from a complex calendrical corpus indicate that, in Zapotec Villa Alta, "sky" (yeba/yaba), "town on the land" (guetze/gueche lao yoo), and "underworld" (gabilla) indexed three cosmological realms that were simultaneously inhabited-according to doctrinal Zapotec and to local calendrical knowledge-by both calendrical and Christian entities. DAVID TAVÁREZ 429 47 Ibid., 116r. 48 Alcina Franch, in his Calendario y religión entre los zapotecos, p. 239, claims that Calendar 11 was turned in by the town officials of Santo Domingo Roayaga. However, since the current order of the calendars and the collective confessions in legajo 882 may have shifted since these materials were compiled in 1705, the only valid criteria for provenance are linguistic data and relevant annotations found in the calendars. The day list of Calendar 11 was written by a speaker of Cajonos Zapotec, and some annotations regarding auguries for the various days were written by a speaker of Nexitzo (or Bijanos) Zapotec. Since most of the calendars are written in either Cajonos or Nexitzo / Bijanos Zapotec, Calendar 11's dialectal diversity suggests that it circulated across the Cajonos-non-Cajonos dialect boundary in southern Villa Alta. 49 Alternative translation: "You, the servant of God Himself, generously granted the true light to humankind.
The authors of this text chose a local variant of a hierarchical title to render God's rule over the world understandable to speakers of Nexitzo and Cajonos Zapotec: they used the term xoa (also written xua), glossed as principal, or local native ruler, as in the expression "all the town's principales" (yogo xua yeche), used in a document from the Cajonos-speaking town of Betaza. 50 God's ownership of the earthly realm is emphasized by the use of the third person pronoun -ni in the expression xoa-ni guetze lao yo. In fact, Booklets 102 and 103 repeatedly emphasize the return of various Christian entities-such as Jesus and the Virgin Mary-to the human world. Thus, Song 2 of Booklet 102 closes every stanza with the recurring refrain "You will return to Earth" (gabij lao yo loy) or "He/she/they will return to Earth" (gabij lao yo ni), as in the following stanza: The authors of colonial Nahua, Zapotec, and Mixtec doctrinal texts emphasized the role of the Virgin Mary as mother of humankind's savior, and exalted her compassion, and obeisance to God the Father. In fact, it could be argued that her qualities and importance to Christians were stressed to an unusual degree in these texts. Thus, Lockhart 52 has noted that Nahua devotional writings establish Mary's role at a level "parallel to the father God"; on the other hand, Terraciano 53 emphasizes parallels between Mixtec depictions of God the Father and Mary as paramount deities, or even as a creator couple, in the tradition of the yuhui tayu-the joint rulership over a Mixtec community (ñuu) by a male-female pair who belonged to traditional lineages. Moreover, Burkhart 54 observes the range of socially prominent titles given to Mary DAVID TAVÁREZ 431 51 In this song, the orthographic representation lani is somewhat ambivalent, as it may represent either a locative expression or a coordinating conjunction. The latter option would yield the translation "He is at the palace and [he is] in the sky." However, the Villa Alta songs seem to employ yahui lani quiebaa as a reified reference to the Christian heaven in syntactic contexts in which a coordinating conjunction would not be expected. A variant of this expression appears in the testament genre; the Yatzona will cited above (APJO, Villa Alta Civil 25, 1689) uses chia yehua yebaa, "she is at the palace of the sky," and a 1721 will from Coyotepec (cited in Lillehaugen, Categorical Status, 2003, p. 41) has tielilaachij guela nabanij selij lanij guehuij quijebaa, "I believe in the eternal life located in the palace of the upper world." As Lillehaugen observes, lanij was essentially a body part employed as a locative; thus, Córdova, Vocabulario, 1578, 52r) translates "belly" as làni.
52 James Lockhart, The Nahuas After the Conquest in Nahua doctrinal texts, which call her "noblewoman" (cihuapilli), "female lord" (cihuatecuhtli), and "female ruler" (cihuatlahtoani).
In doctrinal Zapotec, however, a subtle distinction that may be read as hierarchical obtains between the figure of God the Father and Jesus Christ on the one hand, and Mary on the other. While both the Christ and his father are identified as servant-owning lords-and, more rarely, as lineage lordsMary is generally designated as a "lady," through a designation that does not emphasize lineage or servants. 55 In all variants of Zapotec, "God the Father" is rendered, quite literally, as Bixoce Dios, and both the Father and the Son are usually designated as "Our Lord" in both Valley (Bejoanna-na) and Nexitzo or Cajonos Zapotec (Xana-reo), with a strategic use of the inclusive firstperson plural pronoun (-na / -reo), which literally translates as "the lord of us all (including this utterance's addressees)." Since Córdova's Vocabulario (24v) translates pejoanna as a title for a male or female "lord who owns slaves," the Dominicans who first coined this usage in the mid-sixteenth century may have chosen this title to convey the rapport between humans and both the Father and the Son as similar to that between a lord and his slaves in Late Postclassic Zapotec society. On the other hand, the canonical designation for Mary in all Zapotec variants is Xonaxi, which is one component of a series of composite title used by Córdova to translate the European terms "Queen" (Coquì xonàxi lechèla rey, 349v), "Princess" (Coquì xonàxi, 327v), "Lady from a great lineage" (xonàxi coquì tào pejoàna, 377v), "Lady from a lineage" (xonàxi pejoàna, 377v), and "Matron, principal lady" (Pèni gònnà nacòla, cica xonàxi, 261v). This title component, which applied only to females, may be glossed as "Lady," and is the only Zapotec title applied to the Virgin, other than the vocative "Oh Lineage Lady!" (A xana e), which opens the Hail Mary prayer. A rare exception to this pattern is Feria's Doctrina use of the expression "Lineage Lord of the Sky" (coquij quiebaa) to refer to both God the Father (66v) and Mary (56v).
Other than Xonaxi, the most frequent appellation of the Zapotec Mary is "mother of generous giving" (xinaa quela huezaa lachi), which is used to translate the canonical devotional expression "Mother of Mercy" by all devotional authors. This characterization may be profitably compared to the Nahua term tetlaocoyaliztli, "feeling sad on someone's behalf"-a reference
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THE PASSION ACCORDING TO THE WOODEN DRUM Teotitlán del Valle in the 1560's. According to the Dominican chronicler Burgoa, Villanueva rendered with great ease the mysteries of our Holy Faith in the poetic meter of the Indians' language, and he taught the Indians to stage performances about these mysteries using verses. Since the Indians themselves were characters and preachers in the theaters, the fruits that these performances in verse bore among the Indians were plentiful . . . 72 Furthermore, Friar Alonso de la Anunciación composed and staged a Zapotec-language biblical drama in 1575 in his parish of Etla. One of Burgoa's teachers, Friar Melchor de San Raimundo, composed a Zapoteclanguage play in verse about the martyrdom of St. Catherine in Etla. 73 Finally, there are some references about some doctrinal dramas in Zapotec and Spanish composed by Friar Martin Giménez, who worked as a missionary in Chocho-speaking areas and died in 1624. 74 A Dominican minister who sought to follow in the steps of any of the doctrinal authors mentioned above could have composed the contents of Booklets 102 and 103 in collaboration with speakers of Nexitzo Zapotec. Such a model was often employed in the Valley of Mexico, as shown by the voluminous output of manuscript and printed Nahuatl devotional texts composed by Nahua elites in collaboration with several generations of mendicant authors. 75 Nevertheless, one can only speculate as to the relation between the Villa Alta libana and the plays composed by Villanueva, Anunciación, San Raimundo, or Giménez, as there remain no known extant copies of the work of these authors, a situation that contrasts with the relative abundance of colonial Nahua devotional plays. 76 Thus, our understanding of Zapotec devotional works with dramatic or poetic dimensions is, for the time being, confined to a rather circumscribed textual universe, which includes the 15 libana of Villa Alta, the versified joyful and sorrowful mysteries published by Pacheco de Silva in his 1687 Doctrina, and the exemplary dialogues and speeches compiled by Cueva in his 1600 Parábolas.
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It is tempting to assume that the Dominicans who authored these songs used as a model a transcription of the song genres recorded in Cantares Mexicanos. However, since the dij dola ritual genre transcribed in Booklets 100 and 101 possesses at least two crucial performative traits in common with the Cantares Mexicanos genres-the use of non-lexical phrases that mark stanza boundaries, and the alternation between new information and repetitive refrains-it is more parsimonious to contend that the anonymous authors of the Villa Alta libana employed Zapotec ritual genres-such as those transcribed in Booklets 100 and 101-as a rhetorical and poetic model.
CONCLUSIONS
The Dominican appropriation of a Zapotec ritual genre historically associated with the worship of non-Christian entities was a rather singular intellectual experiment. It may be argued that some of the songs in the Cantares Mexicanos corpus, or that the elegant speeches that Friar Andrés de Olmos compiled and Bautista Viseo published under the general designation of huehuehtlahtolli in 1600 belong within this paradigm of appropriation; after all, these two genres are characterized not only by structural conventions and rhetorical strategies of Late Postclassic origin, but also by the strategic insertion of references to Christian beliefs and entities. One potential motivation for the transcription of the Nahua cuicatl and huehuehtlahtolli was the concern-epitomized by Sahagún's encyclopedic compilation of Nahua speech genres-that traditional, courtly rhetorical performances were slowly but inexorably disappearing from Nahua common usage by the late sixteenth century.
The Villa Alta songs, on the other hand, arose from a highly distinctive social context of production. Throughout the seventeenth century-and particularly in the wake of the 1660 Tehuantepec rebellion-Villa Alta was regarded by the Dominicans as a region prone to insubordination and idolatry. In Maldonado's assessment, a recognizable form of Christian worship had not taken root in the region "because the Catholic faith was only a ceremony to them, and because they bear in their hearts the ceremonies and rituals of idolatry." 77 The production of Christian libana may be regarded as an innovative and ecumenical attempt to appropriate and rewrite a traditional ritual genre that was far from becoming an archaic practice in many Villa Alta towns. Moreover, the intended audience of this innovative devotional genre was limited to a local, Nexitzo-speaking audience, which may have had a limited exposure to Christian indoctrination, whereas the Nahua cuicatl and huehuehtlahtolli were produced in collaboration with Nahua noblemen, and for an audience that was no longer regarded as neophyte.
The rhetorical strategies and translation choices discussed above suggest that the anonymous authors of these Zapotec songs envisioned a novel "horizon of expectations" 78 -a series of assumptions and beliefs with which audiences may have approached particular genres-that differed from the preexisting horizon of expectations for the non-Christian wooden drum songs, as well as from the set of expectations surrounding the production of established Zapotec doctrinal genres, such as the doctrina, the catecismo, and the confesionario. On the one hand, certain devotional themes-such as the characterization of Jesus as "humankind's true light" and the promise that Christian entities would "come back to Earth"-were emphasized through a strategic usage of the refrain's recursivity in the canonical dij dola stanza. As a concession to foundational expectations in this genre, each stanza introduced only one new topic in succinct terms, and the percussion patterns for each song were duly recorded through a syllabic notation, and paired with specific songs and stanzas.
As part of his analysis of colonial Yucatec Maya letters and land surveys, Hanks 79 has argued that a variety of devices-such as indexical grounding, metalinguistic framing, code-switching, diglossia or polyglossia-may have been used by the authors and readers of these Maya textual genres in order to place them in a precise and meaningful sociocultural context. A similar interpretive maneuver-which he calls the "centering of the text"-was performed by the authors of the Christianized libana as they grounded Christian or human entities in concrete spatial contexts through a constant reference to Zapotec cosmological realms (Sky, Town on the Land). They introduced a peculiar neologism, "Palace Located in the Sky," to index the distinction between the Christian heaven and the Zapotec upper world-which traditional ritual specialists associated with the ordering of time at least until the early eighteenth century. Perhaps by necessity, these authors also embraced a diglossic approach. Many of the terms they employed to refer to Christian beliefs and entities-Christian teachings as "God's riches," the verbs employed to refer to Christ's suffering, and the canonical hierarchical titles for God the Father, Christ, and Mary, for instance-were borrowed from preexisting Valley Zapotec devotional genres. Syntactic and semantic parallelism-a rhetorical strategy used by doctrinal authors at least since the time DAVID TAVÁREZ 441
